The Astronomical Light Optical Hybrid Analysis project investigates the combined use of a telescope array interferometer and nonlinear optics to propose a new generation of instruments dedicated to highresolution imaging for infrared astronomy. The nonlinear process of optical frequency conversion transfers the astronomical light to a shorter wavelength domain. Here, we report on the first fringes obtained on the sky with the prototype operated at 1.55 μm in the astronomical H band and implemented on the Center for High Angular Resolution Astronomy telescope array. This seminal result allows us to foresee a future extension to the challenging midinfrared spectral domain.
The Astronomical Light Optical Hybrid Analysis project investigates the combined use of a telescope array interferometer and nonlinear optics to propose a new generation of instruments dedicated to highresolution imaging for infrared astronomy. The nonlinear process of optical frequency conversion transfers the astronomical light to a shorter wavelength domain. Here, we report on the first fringes obtained on the sky with the prototype operated at 1.55 μm in the astronomical H band and implemented on the Center for High Angular Resolution Astronomy telescope array. This seminal result allows us to foresee a future extension to the challenging midinfrared spectral domain. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.233902 Many astronomical studies in the optical domain, such as Active Galactic Nuclei, Young Stellar Objects, formation and evolution of planetary systems require very accurate information in the order of milliarcseconds. To achieve this level of performance, astronomical instruments have evolved from monolithic structures, with a maximum aperture diameter smaller than 10 m, to telescope arrays with a set of apertures separated by several hundred meters. In this operating framework, the observation of an astrophysical target does not produce classical images, but involves the analysis of the similarity between the optical waves collected by each elementary telescope through intensity [1, 2] or field correlation [3] . Currently, the most active instruments based on the field correlation are the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) [4] and the Center for High Angular Resolution Astronomy (CHARA) Array [5] .
Here we present a new kind of instrument called Astronomical Light Optical Hybrid Analysis (ALOHA). The astronomical light collected by each telescope is shifted in wavelength from the near-infrared to the visible domain. This frequency shift is applied in each interferometric arm thanks to a nonlinear optical stage, before the interferometric mixing and detection.
A signal wave coming from the astronomical target interacts in a nonlinear crystal waveguide with the pump laser. This interaction generates a converted optical field by sum frequency generation (SFG) [6] . The phase of the signal is copied to the converted one during the nonlinear process. This SFG process is well known to be intrinsically noiseless as one signal photon and one pump photon must be involved to create an up-converted photon [7] . The pump laser has to be shared between the different interferometric arms to preserve the mutual coherence between the optical fields to be correlated through the interferometric mixing. In addition, SFG is highly spectrally selective when using a monochromatic pump laser, leading to a high spectral resolution. This increases the coherence length of the interferometric signal and gives access to important scientific applications in the domain of stellar physics where the combining of spectral capabilities with interferometric measurements are of primary importance [8, 9] . In a previous Letter [10] , we demonstrated in the laboratory that up-conversion interferometry preserves spatial coherence analysis of a blackbody source mimicking an astrophysical source in the photon counting regime. This Letter reports on the first fringes obtained on the sky with ALOHA implemented on the CHARA Array. The light of stars emitted at 1.55 μm in the H band has been converted to the visible domain at 631 nm in each arm of the interferometer before being mixed and detected in the photon counting regime.
Experimental setup.-This proof-of-principle version of our instrument has been developed at 1.55 μm operating wavelength (within the astronomical H band) to take advantage of efficient devices provided by the telecommunication domain [11, 12] . In the first step, the star light is collected by two 1-m diameter telescopes of the CHARA Array (Fig. 1) . Tip-tilt stages, located just after the telescope foci, stabilize the beams to efficiently couple the incident waves in the instrument. The free-space propagation of the optical fields reach the CHARA Array delay lines. The ALOHA instrument is implemented in a room next to the CHARA Array focal laboratory. Two 14-m long silica fibers link the two rooms and constitute the two interferometric arms of the infrared stage. They are plugged to the CHARA Array thanks to the Fiber Linked Unit for Optical Recombination (FLUOR) injection modules [13] in the focal laboratory. Raster scans allow us to set the fiber tip at a position where the coupled intensity is maximized by using either an internal reference source during the preparation of an observing run or the astronomical target itself
when observing. Throughout the instrument, the propagation and the spatial mode filtering are ensured by using polarization maintaining single-mode waveguides. The infrared stellar light is then guided through the infrared stage. The latter includes a fiber optical path modulator to scan the interferometric signal as a function of time by applying a linear variation of the optical path on a piezoelectric module. In the second step, the frequency conversion takes place in periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) waveguides provided by the NTT Corporation, implemented on each arm of the interferometer. The waveguides are 22-mm long and pigtailed with fibers at the input and the output of the device, improving the reliability and the efficiency of the light coupling. They convert a 0.6-nm bandwidth of the astronomical signal centered at 1.55 μm to the visible domain at 631 nm. The process is powered by a monochromatic pump source at 1.064 μm equally shared between the two arms of the interferometer thanks to a 50=50 fiber coupler.
In the third step, the two outgoing beams are combined through a 2 × 2 fiber optic coupler providing two π phase-shifted interferometric signals. To fit the faint astronomical source detection requirements, the detection is performed using two Si APD photon counters (70% quantum efficiency and 50 Hz dark count rate). The outgoing interferometric signals need to be spectrally filtered since parasitic processes, such as frequency doubling of the pump at 532 nm and the residual signal of the pump, may disturb the science signals. Notice that, even after a spectral selection around the converted signal wavelength domain, a cascade of spontaneous parametric down-conversion of the pump and SFG process induces a quadratic parasitic signal as a function of the pump power level [14] .
Although the overall internal quantum efficiency of the PPLNs can reach 90% for a polarized source, as reported in Ref. [15] , the best signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is obtained with a trade-off between the SFG conversion efficiency and this extra background level. In our experimental configuration, the global power conversion efficiency of each conversion stage is typically equal to η ¼ 6% for a linearly polarized source with a 1.2 kHz noise count rate and a pump power equal to 30 mW. This value takes the PPLN nonlinear conversion efficiency into account, but also the coupling efficiency between the fiber and the nonlinear waveguide at the input and output of the component.
Data processing and results.-The two telescopes S1 and S2 of the CHARA Array, defining a baseline of 34 m, were used to achieve the observing run during two nights. A procedure was set up to make an observation sequence composed of the following raw data acquisitions:
(i) Beams 1+2: The interferometric signal acquisition. At the end of a measurement, we obtain two data files related to the two π-phased shifted interferometric outputs.
(ii) Beam 1 or beam 2: The photometric level acquisition of a single beam. The star light is injected only in one arm of the interferometer.
(iii) Off source: The dark count level acquisition without star light injection into the two ALOHA's inputs. The nonlinear crystals are fed by the pump laser source. This additional background signal is due to the spontaneous parametric down-conversion generated by the pump during the nonlinear process and the dark count of the Si APD detector.
The "off-source" acquisition is performed at the beginning and at the end of each run to evaluate the stability of the flux delivered by the pump source. Data In this interferometric mode, the piston error due to the atmospheric turbulence induces a random fluctuation of the fringe pattern position. It is therefore necessary to integrate on the squared modulus of the spectrum (incoherent integration) also denoted power spectral density (PSD). Notice that the fringe modulation frequency is experimentally set to 110 Hz to keep the fringe peak on the PSD out of the range of intensity fluctuations due to atmospheric turbulence or any other disturbance sources like vibrations generated by the air conditioning. Thanks to the spectral bandwidth of the SFG process (0.6 nm), the related coherence length of the converted field is then equal to 4 mm corresponding to approximately 2600 fringes in the fringe envelope. The temporal modulation amplitude of the optical path difference allows us to record 22 fringes per frame, which represents less than 1% of the fringe envelope. This ensures that the fringe visibility remains constant over each acquisition frame.
Furthermore, the two interferometric outputs of the recombination coupler are intrinsically in phase opposition. Thus, by subtracting the two outputs frames simultaneously acquired, the power spectrum gives the integrated peak at the fringe modulation frequency f mod . The corresponding data processing is adapted using the following equation:
where N is the number of frames. Because of the low stellar flux, it was necessary to integrate the PSD over a long time to reduce the influence of statistical noise and thus increase the SNR of the measurement, which can be written as
Equation (3) represents the ratio between the modulated peak amplitude at f mod corrected from the background hN c i corresponding to the mean number of electrical pulses detected per frame. The fluctuation of this white noise background, denoted RMSðhjXðfÞj 2 iÞ, is evaluated in a frequency slot far away from the fringe modulation frequency f mod . First fringes on the sky.-On the night of April 19 2015, our prototype detected fringes on α Ursae Majoris (HD 95689) of −0.6 magnitude in the H band, as presented in Fig. 2 . The four curves represent the integration of the power spectrum related to each configuration of the observation sequence. The measurements were achieved over a 2000 frame integration with 0.2 s duration per frame. The fringe modulation frequency was set to 110 Hz.
A peak standing out from the noise background is only observed on the interferometric signal acquisition (black curve). This is the evidence of interferences modulated at 110 Hz and cannot result from any spurious modulation. This clearly demonstrates the first observation of interferometric fringes with the ALOHA instrument implemented on the CHARA Array.
The modulation peak is spread around 110 Hz over several frequency channels because of the optical path variations due to the atmospheric turbulence during the measurements. The differential longitudinal phase fluctuations between the two telescope apertures, not filtered out by single-mode optical fibers, leads to a phase modulation of the fringes as a function of time. Hence, the fringe peak is integrated to collect all the information related to the astronomical object.
The SNR evolution of the fringe peak amplitude as a function of time is shown in Fig. 3 . The uneven SNR evolution is due to the atmospheric turbulence leading to fluctuation of the coupling efficiency into the fibers. Integrating the full fringe peak, the SNR is equal to 62 over a 400 s integration time. The SNR curve follows the theoretical root mean square evolution as a function of the integration time, whereas the other curves remain close to zero. This corroborates the detection of the interferometric signal. Table I 
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The atmospheric coherence length r 0 at 550 nm is estimated at 11 cm, corresponding to a moderate seeing of approximately 1.0" for the two nights. SNR values are obtained by integrating the fringe modulation peak over 55 Hz around 110 Hz.
We reached a limiting magnitude (i.e., the faintest observable source) of 3 with an integration time of 1500 s and a spectral bandwidth equal to 0.6 nm, that would correspond to a spectral resolution of 2600. By way of comparison, MIRC (Michigan InfraRed Combiner) is a mature fiber-based combiner operating at the CHARA Array since 2005, and routinely gives astrophysical results in the H band. References [16, 17] report a limiting magnitude equal to 4.5 in the H band when observing with a 42 spectral resolution and over a 120 to 300 s integration time. These current experimental results obtained with ALOHA are promising. In comparison with MIRC, the power sensitivity is only smaller by a factor of 4 (magnitude difference equal to 1.5), but with a greater spectral resolution by a factor of 60.
Conclusion and perspectives.-We have reported on the first fringes obtained during observations on the sky with a high-resolution imaging instrument including a nonlinear frequency conversion in each interferometric arm. The first result was achieved around 1.55 μm with a stellar source of magnitude −0.6 with a SNR of 62 over a 400 s integration time. The bandwidth of the infrared field converted by SFG was about 0.6 nm, which would lead to a spectral resolution equal to 2600. We detected fainter sources up to magnitude þ3 (HD 163113) with a SNR of about 7 by integrating the full modulation peak over about 25 min. Although this study is an on-the-sky proof of principle of the ALOHA concept in the H band, we have been able to detect fringes on real stars with performances comparable to state-of-theart methods.
The long term development will be focused to longer wavelengths ranging from 3 to 12 μm, corresponding to the astronomical L, M, and N bands. We obtained the first promising in-lab results at 3.39 μm [18] . In this context, the ALOHA concept is of particular interest and offers several advantages. Implementing the up-conversion process as close as possible to the telescope focus would allow us to substantially reduce the contribution of the thermal emission of all the optical components downstream of the nonlinear process as shown in Fig. 4 . In this case, the delay lines and optical path modulator can be used after the nonlinear stage as the phase of the signal photons is preserved during the SFG process as shown in Ref. [19] . Once shifted to the visible or near-infrared spectral domain, the converted beams coming from the conversion stages can be efficiently processed using silica optical fibers or guided optics. This offers an efficient solution for spatial filtering [4, 20] and coherent light transport over a long distance (including the fibered delay line), and enables the use of compact and reliable combiners. As the SFG process is achieved over a narrow spectral bandwidth, such an instrument will benefit from a high spectral resolution, which is not available with a classical instrument without a strong reduction of its sensitivity. Finally, the upconversion process allows the use of relatively low-cost and high-performance photon counting detectors with high quantum efficiency, and low dark count, compared to their more expensive and complex equivalents in the midinfrared domain.
